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CHAIR TAVARES: ... (gavel) ... Will the Planning Committee please come to order. Let the
record show we have the Vice-Chair Danny Mateo present, Councilmembers Anderson,
Carroll, Hokama is excused, Ms. Johnson, Mr. Kane, Mr. Molina, and Mr. Pontanilla.
Thank you all for being here. From our staff we have our Legal Analyst, David Raatz;
our Legislative Analyst, Kim Willenbrink; and our Committee Secretary, Jo-Ann Sato.
From the Administration, we have Director Foley, and our Long Range Planning Chief,
John Summers. Also with us this afternoon is our Deputy Corp. Counsel James Giroux.
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Members, two items on the agenda for this afternoon. PC-I, the Updates to the General
Plan; and PC-36, the General Plan Advisory Committees. At this time, I would like to
call for public testimony, and members of the public who wish testify you have three
minutes and a minute to conclude. Our first testifier - DeGray Vanderbilt. Please state
your name for the record and who you represent if it's other than yourself personally.
And just a reminder to everyone, please make sure your pagers and cell phones are on the
silent or offmode. Thank you. Mr. Vanderbilt.

... BEGIN PUBLIC TESTIMONY. ..
MR. VANDERBILT: Thank you, Madam Chair, and Members of the Planning Committee. My
name is DeGray Vanderbilt, resident of Molokai and speaking on my own behalf. I'm
here today to give testimony on the bill for an ordinance to authorize the appointment of
General Plan Advisory Committee alternative members. In earlier discussions before this
Committee, the issue was brought up by Councilmember Danny Mateo and it was nice to
see, Madam Chair, that the Committee followed up with a draft ordinance for this body to
consider.
On Molokai, we always have people that are in line for jobs in other areas and a lot other
commitments have come up because most of the people that really get involved over
there wear a lot of hats sometimes. And already we have had one member resign from
the Committee because he has taken a job over here on Maui, and there may be another
member that will be resigning soon. And then the other problem is I know when I was on
the CAC we had one member that just never came to any meetings, and it would have
been nice to have some alternates to replace that person with also.
So, I think this is a tremendous thing for Molokai. I can't speak for Lanai or Maui Island
but it would really be helpful for us to have that input of the full 13 members. I guess the
way this bill doesn't really, it leaves it open as to how those alternates would be selected.
But if, for instance, if there were three alternates selected, since all of you represent
Molokai equally as far as the Constitution is concerned, I would hope that you would
consider maybe leaving the recommendation to you from Danny Mateo after he may
have consulted with the GPAC members. 'Cause if you have two or three members on
the list theoretically they're suppose to go to the meetings so it would be worthwhile for
somebody to check with the GP AC to see if somebody is actually been fulfilling their
obligations as an alternate, and then maybe our Councilman Mateo could recommend
somebody to you all to consider after touching base with the GPAC members. So, that's
my testimony. Thank you.
CHAIR TAVARES: Thank you. Any questions for Mr. Vanderbilt? Okay. Seeing none, thank
you very much for your input.
MR. VANDERBILT: Thank you.
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CHAIR TAVARES: We have Rory Frampton approaching. And you can sign up afterwards,
Mr. Frampton.
MR. FRAMPTON: Thank you very much. Just a clarification. Will there be chances ... I
understand that the agenda item says that there's going to be update on the General Plan
amendment process. Will there be an opportunity for members of the public to ask
questions after the discussion or now is our only chance?
CHAIR TAVARES: Now is your chance.
MR. FRAMPTON: Okay. The only thing I came to hear or was hoping to hear some discussion
on was how will the GP AC consider input from landowners as we go through this
process? And I understand that there's probably some concern in having the GPAC
overwhelmed with presentations by developers and you certainly don't want them to
spend all their time just hearing people's proposal. On the other hand, I don't think you
want to go through this process in isolation. In other words, without having input from
the landowners because I would image that there's going to be various alternatives
considered and that the landowners may have some input in terms of what type of
communities may be planned on their properties. That's just a general question and I was
just curious and I understand that it's still in a state of flux and I also understand the pros
and cons of involving them and having them take up all the time.
CHAIR TAVARES: Okay. We'll ask.
MR. FRAMPTON: That was my question.
CHAIR TAV ARES: We'll ask Mr. Foley to address that question.
Frampton? Mr. Kane.

Any questions for Mr.

COUNCILMEMBER KANE: Thank you, Madam Chair. Mr. Frampton, do you see a special
distinction given to a landowner versus a non-landowner in the context of when you're at
the GP AC and they have a posted agenda and they provide for public testimony, you
think landowners should have more time than the rest of the public with respect to their
comments or recommendations to the body for consideration?
MR. FRAMPTON: Yes, well, urn ... yes, in certain circumstances. If you are considering, for
instance, where the edge of an urban boundary might be and if it's involving a large
landowner, there may be things that the landowner, working together with the GPAC,
could consider in planning for those areas. They may be willing to contribute certain
lands or certain monies for design of highway improvements, certain coastal areas. I
mean, there's all kinds of opportunities and to ... the short answer is yes. I think there
are times when it's appropriate to maybe engaging in some discussion with the large
landowners because they are in control of their lands and they have an opportunity to
participate in a variety of ways in terms of planning for infrastructure.
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COUNCILMEMBER KANE: One other question. Do you think: that the meeting itself for
GP AC is the place to have that special distinction or do you see opportunities for
landowners to discuss with the Planning Director who is charged with providing a
proposal and then the recommendations coming out of that proposal from the GP AC, and
that being your opportunity to discuss with the Planning Director since their proposal is
basically where the lines are going to be drawn as far as the initial proposal.
MR. FRAMPTON: Yeah ... I see opportunities for both. The law does state that the Planning
Director is going to present his preferred plan to the GP AC and then they're going to
respond. I'm not sure if that's exactly how the Planning Department is going to go about
doing it.
COUNCILMEMBER KANE: But it's the law, right?
MR. FRAMPTON: It's the laws but once that is submitted there may be ... and there may be
opportunities or there may ... yeah, there may be opportunities or situations where the
GP AC would be interested in hearing from the landowners of various key parts of the
island. You know, on the other hand, should it become a parade of developers and that's
all they're sitting around and doing is listening to developers, no. That should not be the
extreme. So there needs to be some sort of balance and I understand it's delicate and I'm
just here to listen to what ... and the Planning Department has thought about this a lot so
I'm just really interested in what they have to say.
COUNCILMEMBER KANE: Thank you.
CHAIR TAVARES: Any further questions for Mr. Frampton? Ifnot, thank you very much.
MR. FRAMPTON: Thank: you.
CHAIR TAVARES: Please sign up here. The Chair would also like to recognize the presence
of our Council Chair, Mr. Hokama. Thank: you for being with us. Okay, Members, is
there anyone else wishing to testify from the public. I'll leave the testimony open for a
little bit more with no objection from the body?
COUNCIL MEMBERS VOICED NO OBJECTIONS.
CHAIR TAVARES: Okay, thank you.
ITEM NO.1:

UPDATES TO THE GENERAL PLAN

(C.c. 05-75)

CHAIR TAVARES: Okay, at this time, I would like us to go into PC-I, which is the updates to
the General Plan. If Mr. Foley or Mr. Summers could kind of just give us an update. We
all have seen the article in the paper and some of us were at the first kick off meeting for
the GP AC which was a very exciting time. And if you would just have this opportunity
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to update all of us on what transpired at that meeting and where you hope to go and
possibly address some of the concerns brought up by testifier. Mr. Foley.
MR. FOLEY: Thank you, Madam Chair. Yes, we did have our first GPAC meeting last week.
We met for a couple of hours. It was an opportunity to have a welcome from
Councilmember Tavares and Mayor Arakawa. And we had introductions from all, well,
24 of the 25 members were there and they all introduced themselves and told a little bit
about why they had volunteered for such a task. And it proved to be an extremely
interesting group of people with a tremendous variety in interests and backgrounds and
geographic representations. So it will be a very challenging experience for us to kind of
guide them through the various issues.
The majority of the meeting was a presentation that John Summers made, a PowerPoint
presentation, that gave them a pretty complete description of the process that is spelled
out in Bill 84. We talked to them about what a General Plan is and we showed them a lot
of maps that we have put together in the last year that we have been working on the
General Plan. We explained that the General Plan update has actually been going on for
a year. It didn't actually start last Wednesday and that we have collected a tremendous
amount of data. A lot of that data has been analyzed and it's being distributed in graphs
and maps. We're able to displace some of those so that we could explain how the data
would be eventually translated into policies in the new General Plan. We also described
the fact that the public participation process in the General Plan update consist of many
different facets. The first and ... first facet of that participation of that was the Focus
Maui Nui process which involves 1,700 people throughout the County. The second part
is the GPAC planning process. The third will be presentations that we will make to
community organizations of all different kinds - community associations, service clubs,
we're going to have displays at shopping centers and libraries, and we'll have
opportunities for people to give us input on questionnaires and on the Internet. And then
the fourth is the most conventional public participation experience and that is the public
hearings that will eventually be held by the Planning Commission and by the Council.
So we spent a lot of time going through the PowerPoint presentation that this Council has
already seen and we added various slides of maps that we've reduced. But it was pretty
much an introduction to the whole process and then we answered a few questions and
thanked them repeatedly and profusely for volunteering for such a challenging
expenence.
We explained to them that there will be four orientation sessions starting on January 25th
and then the next one is a week from Saturday we're going to have a 9 - 3 o'clock
meeting on February 11 tho And then there will be two meetings in March, the 7th and the
16th in the evening. And then there will be a short break and then the GP AC will meet
for six months to review and comment on and make recommendations on a draft General
Plan for review by the Planning Commission.
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That, I think, pretty well sums up what happened. We had some interesting questions
from members of the GP AC and I'm sure their questions will get more lengthy and more
difficult as the meetings proceed. John, do you want to add anything about Wednesday's
meeting?
MR. SUMMERS: Would like to note that we are planning to do the same type of meeting on
Molokai and Lanai in late February. So we're working on programming for that set of
meetings over there.
MR. FOLEY: Madam Chair, would you like me to respond to or refrain to this question now or
later?
CHAIR TAV ARES: Now would be good. Thank you.
MR. FOLEY: Okay. Rory's question basically had to do with how we should collect
information from major landowners and developers and their consultants regarding
projects that are proposed now or in the future. And we, we've had a lot of discussion
about this as the members of the General Plan team, their staff and their consultants, and
what we decided to do and this still is a work in progress like a lot of parts of the General
Plan, but what we decided to do was first of all we solicited from all the major
landowners and all the major developers we solicited their plans several months ago, at
least several months ago. We wrote a letter to them explaining that the General Plan was
being updated and there will be land use decisions made regarding property throughout
the County, and for them ... give them an opportunity to submit their plans for our
review and we told them that this was going to be for our use and I don't remember
exactly what the language was but John probably will. But we explained that it was for
our benefit so that we had some idea what they had in mind. And we received a great
variety of submissions. Some were simple statements that they didn't have anything in
mind. Some were loose leaf binders with pages and pages and numerous maps of
projects that they had for various different properties. And so we mapped all those
projects and we have those available for our review. We also have the maps that you've
seen that are the current projects being proposed in various different regions and we have
those categorized according to the status of their review. So we have a lot of information
from the developers and the applicants already.
In our discussion regarding how to proceed we recognized the potential problem of
having five or ten landowners or developers show up at each of our meetings and want to
have lengthy opportunities to present their projects to the GP AC. And indeed some of
the landowners and developers have already contacted members of the GP AC
individually, which could potentially be a significant problem. So what we are
tentatively planning to do and we haven't worked out the details yet, but a technique that
has been used by other agencies has been to have an opportunity like an all day Saturday
or an all evening and give developers and their consultants and landowners an
opportunity to have say 15 minutes or half an hour each to make a presentation however
they want to do it with maps or PowerPoint or eloquent speeches. But have them do it at
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that opportunity rather than have them do it at each, each of our meetings. That's the
current plan is to supplement the submittals that we already have with giving them an
opportunity to make a submission that wouldn't be limited to two or three minutes and it
would be where we could do them basically all at the same time rather than spreading it
out over six or eight months.
CHAIR TAVARES: Okay. Thank you. Any questions from the Members? Mr. Mateo.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: Chairman, thank you very much. Mr. Foley, good afternoon.
Your mapping and categorizing those projects that you're aware of, is this also inclusive
of those other projects that have entitlements but have not yet moved? These are
potential old projects so we have an accurate estimation versus only what's being
submitted?
MR. FOLEY: Yeah. The current development maps, which you've actually seen, do show
projects that are approved but not yet developed. It shows a separate category of projects
under construction, and then it shows projects that are in various stages of review. And
those are different projects than these long range projects that have been submitted by A
& B, Maui Land & Pineapple, Peter Martin, et al.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: Okay.
MR. FOLEY: You haven't seen those drawings and nobody has except we've seen them.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: Okay. The only reason for asking is because the impact on
projects that have not yet moved forward and already holding entitlements does have
impact on the long range planning because of its direct impact on your ability to plan
accordingly. So, that was why I was just concerned whether this was an inclusive part MR. FOLEY: Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: --of your process. Thank you. Thank you, Chairman.
CHAIR TAVARES: Thank you. Ms. Johnson first and then Mr. Pontanilla.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Thank you, Mike. Would the development community or the
landowners because in some cases these may not be developers but they do have tracts of
land that will, I guess, be recommended for some type of change. What would be the
process for involving these individuals whose land would be changed or could be
impacted due to recommendations made by the General Plan Advisory Committee? I'm
assuming they are going to be notified somehow so that they would have an opportunity
at that point to comment.
MR. FOLEY: That's correct.
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COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: How would that work?
MR. FOLEY: That's correct. We will notify property owners that would have modifications
made. We're months away from that, that situation. But we definitely will do that. And
they will have an opportunity subsequently to testify before the Planning Commission
and the Council before the Planning Commission makes their recommendation and the
Council makes their recommendation. We don't intend to have any public hearings
before the GP AC.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Okay. Thank you very much.
CHAIR TA VARES: Mr. Pontanilla:
COUNCILMEMBER PONT ANILLA: Thank you, Chair. My question is not related to
landowners or developers but my question is in regards to the private utilities here on
Maui, if they will be given an opportunity to provide information in regards to their plans
to expand and also how do we get the Department of Transportation involved in the
process?
MR. FOLEY: Great question. We have created a technical advisory committee that is made up
of representatives from the County departments, State departments like DOT and DOE,
and the major utility companies as well so that there are able to review as we go along
and also offers information because we need information from all those agencies
regarding their existing capacity of their facilities. That we have actually collected. We
have consultants' reports on every imaginable kind of infrastructure. But we need to
have a continuing relationship with Maui Electric and DOT and the Water Department, et
cetera, regarding their future plans. And then at some point, we will be meeting with
them and saying, you know, we're thinking about recommending a new town in this area
what kind of facilities would you need in order to accommodate that and how much
would they cost? And we will be doing that but we aren't there yet. But we would
definitely include the utilities along with State and County departments.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Thank you. I'm assuming that the Department of
Hawaiian Home Lands will also be involved in the Planning process.
MR. FOLEY: Yes, definitely. We meet with them in a quarterly basis anyway, which is an
opportunity for them to update us on their progress regarding various different projects
on Maui.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Thank you. Thank you, Chair.
CHAIR TAVARES: Thank you. Mr. Molina.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Thank you, Madam Chair. I think Director Foley brought up
an interesting point about GP AC members being lobbied or talked to by landowners prior
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to any meetings. Can I get a comment from Corporation Counsel on how are the GPAC
members viewed in this case? Are they like elected officials where anybody from the
public can meet with them prior to a meeting? Or are they supposedly sheltered with
regards to ... I don't know if it's possible but, yeah, not to expose them to anything but
could I get a comment from Corporation Counsel?
MR. GIROUX: I haven't been asked this question prior but I guess it's a pretty serious issue as
far as what kind of ethics questions are brought up in that context. I think we're looking
at this as I think in the nature of it being a type of commission in that sense but I would
really have to look at, you know, what would be the strict legal ramifications of
somebody lobbying somebody in that position as opposed to what would be more of an
ethical violation, I would probably have to go back and talk to some of the higher ups in
our office and see what our position is as far as what type of lobbying would be allowed
and not allowed.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Okay, thank you. I guess, Madam Chair, whenever at staff's
convenience if we could -CHAIR TAVARES: Uh-huh.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: --get an answer from Corporation Counsel on this matter.
MR. FOLEY: I just wanted to add that we do intend to have a representative of Corp. Counsel
come to one of the next two GPAC meetings, either James or Cindy or could be Brian, to
give some direction to the GP AC members about the Sunshine Law and its applicability
to this advisory committee. I mentioned that at the first meeting but we didn't want to get
into the details at the first meeting. We didn't want to scare them off. We had 24 out of
25 there and I wanted to keep up a good attendance until they really know what they're in
for. So we will be giving them some advice or our legal staff will be giving them some
advice about their interaction with other people and their interaction among themselves
because we would like to follow the procedure of having information disseminated and
discussed at the meetings not outside the meetings. And, you know, with a committee of
25 people this is a bit of a challenge. But we will, we have anticipated this problem and
we will be taking care of it probably at the next meeting.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Okay. Thank you.
CHAIR TAVARES: Okay. Thank you. Mr. Molina, is it still your desire to have a written
communication to Corp. Counsel?
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Uh ... no, I think it seems like the Planning Department will
take care of it on that level so I'm satisfied. This is just more for my own curiosity.
CHAIR TAVARES: Maybe we could get a copy of the presentation that Corporation Counsel is
doing to the GP AC.
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COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: That should be sufficient.
CHAIR TAVARES: Okay. I know we're all concerned about that particular issue.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: I think in this particular situation that you're dealing with is
almost like hurting cats in some ways too so it's pretty difficult situation to monitor.
Thank you.
CHAIR TAVARES: Thank you. Ms. Anderson.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:
harder.

They're probably all well fed cats too so it'll make it

MR. FOLEY: That one from Olinda has showed up - that big cat.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Thanks, Madam Chair. I wanted to ask a question about
population projection. I was at the Planning Commission meeting where they had the
Board of Water Supply presentation, and also there was a presentation to the Planning
Commission that John gave regarding the GPAC. And he had several slides that talked
about popUlation projection and I think it would be real helpful, Madam Chair, if this
Committee could get a copy of the slides that give a baseline, in other words, population
projection, public facilities needs, what our current baseline is right now, because this is
the information that the GP AC is going to be building their decisions on. And my
concern about the population projections is I'm afraid that it might mislead the members
into thinking that you have to pick one of these projections. This is projected for 2020 at
this population growth and then again at another popUlation growth. And the reason I'm
concerned with that is because we are already at an unprecedented growth rate. And I
don't think that there is anyone in this room that can deny that our infrastructure has
suffered because of it. And the directive to the GP AC in planning the General Plan is
based on the desired population. What do we desire for our community to grow at what
rate? And I don't think that we can continue at the growth rate that we're at right now
and keep Maui County viable. That's my personal opinion. But I have seen other
projections. For instance, on the Central Maui Wastewater Facility in their study, and
they told me that the projection they used was based on the Planning Department's
recommendation, and they showed the growth rate like this and then immediately
leveling off, not leveling off but dropping and then dropping some more; whereas if we
stayed at our current growth, which will allow us to have further capacity, further use of
this plant; whereas if we stayed on the trajectory that we're on right now, instead of going
like this we'd be going like this or maybe like this and run out of that sewage treatment
plant capacity real soon.
So I would like to see the baseline information that they're presenting to the GP AC for
our own information. I mean, I know that we don't really come in on this until the end of
the line but I think that we need to know on the onset what is being presented to the
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GP AC so we understand their thought processes and how they go about developing the
plan. So, and I hope that, I know I spoke personally to John about this because it is a
concern because I didn't see anything in the slides that said, what is your desired
population growth rate? It just gave examples of different projections. So maybe John
might want to speak to that.
CHAIR TAVARES: Mr. Summers, can you respond?
MR. SUMMERS: Thank you, Madam Chair. That's an excellent point and something that
people often lose focus on is that these are just forecasts. It's not desired policy. And in
the GPAC orientation meeting I made that point loud and clear. That's just a starting
point and not desired policy. And yes, we can get copies of that presentation for all the
Council members.
CHAIR TA VARES: Yeah, I think we would all appreciate that very much, John. Thank you.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Yeah, thank you very much.
MR. FOLEY: I just wanted to add that the distinction we tried to make on these population
projections is that we want to show them the historical projections what the projections
have been in the past but we want to make sure that they understand that it's a new ball
game and we need to look at the historical projections but also consider different
projections for the future. We need to make a conscious decision about whether or not
the County should continue to grow at the same rate or grow at a different rate. So we
will continually make the distinction between historical growth rates that have been
shown in the past and alternatives for the future.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Thank you. And I think that also that information, Madam
Chair, would be helpful for all of us in making land use decisions, you know, general
decisions that we have to make between now and whenever you finally come to us with
the General Plan. So any kind of baseline data that they have put together as far as the
deficits that we currently have in public facilities and services, I think that would be very,
very helpful. It would be very helpful in budget deliberations too.
MR. FOLEY: Yeah, one of the things that we're still grappling with is that we have new reports
being prepared by various different departments like Water and Public Works, and by
consultants that are analyzing the carrying capacity of various different infrastructure
functions and we're trying to figure out how to disseminate that information and use it as
soon as possible like during the Budget session because the departments now have more
information than they had last year about the status of their sewer treatment plants and
their landfill and their fire stations, and they have more information than they use to have
and we're encouraging them to use that now. And not just in the General Plan process
because we're confident that the future budgets will be related to the General Plan but
we're concerned about trying to figure out how this year's and next year's are related to
this new information regarding our infrastructure.
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COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Yeah, and that brings me to my next question too, Mr.
Foley, because I think that it is extremely helpful and very relevant for us to see where
we are in our deficits right now. Before we start planning the future, we need to look at
how far behind we are right now because a lot of the studies that I've looked at, well, not
a lot of them specifically the Public Facilities Study, it talks generally what we're going
to need in 2025. But it doesn't give you a clear understanding of how short we are right
now and I think that, that is really valuable infonnation.
Then I had one other question, Madam Chair.
CHAIR TAVARES: Go ahead.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: At our last meeting on this, and I'm just speaking from a
note I have that I didn't get a chance to follow up on. Mr. Foley, you made a comment
that the new General Plan will supersede any conflicts in current community plans. I
would like some clarification ... maybe I didn't write my note very clearly but that's a
little bothersome for me too because I think that as . . . the General Plan addresses a
specific overall function, County function, whereas the community plans are more
specific to each district. And while I know that the growth boundaries that the General
Plan finally comes up with may alter maybe some urban reserve that we might have in a
community plan right now. But as far as the policies and objectives within the plans I
would hope that the General Plan committee, before they make a decision that may alter a
policy directive within a community plan that number one they're aware of it, and I
mean, I wanted to ask this question when we were interviewing people because I think
it's very important that I didn't want to, again, scare anybody off. But I think that
everybody that's on the GPAC should read every single community plan. I think they
should be aware of what the communities have already adopted for the vision of their
community and that this Council has adopted by law. And that we don't just adopt a
General Plan that is going to not take those things into consideration and possibly negate
them. So ifMr. Foley has any further clarification on this comment that I made about the
General Plan superseding any conflicts, I don't know where there is anything in the law
that says that that's going to happen so ... if you could explain that maybe a little
further?
MR. FOLEY: This is under the category of work in progress but ... first of all, we will illustrate
when we're talking about something that conflicts when the new General Plan conflicts
with an existing policy or existing section of a community plan. So we will make sure
that everybody understands that this is a deviation from the current policy.
Secondly, the General Plan will be significantly more . . . the Island Plans will be
significantly more detailed than the current General Plan especially given that it will have
maps with urban growth boundaries. How we deal with conflicts on the land
designations is yet to be detennined but our preliminary thought is that if it occurs after
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the new General Plan is adopted, then that General Plan will trump an old community
plan.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Wait, wait. Say that again, Mike.
MR. FOLEY: Ifwe ... during the community plan process the General Plan and the community
plans that are in effect will be ... what we use but once the new General Plan is adopted
with the Maui Island plans I would imagine that our legal advice at that time two years
from now probably would be that the new General Plan where there is a land use conflict
the new General Plan would trump the old community plan. Now, this is still an area that
we need to discuss among our team and our attorneys because it won't be a problem until
the General Plan is adopted. But there will be a period of time, a long period of time,
when we have a new General Plan and new Island Plans and we're still dealing with nine
old community plans and, you know, I previously guesstimated that we would update
three community plans at a time and that would take nine years in addition to the two
years on the General Plan and that's where the number 11 years came in yesterday's front
page story, and that sounds like an extremely long period of time. But it will be a while
before we have to figure out which community plans we deal with first. And we will get
a legal opinion about how we deal with conflicts but it really won't be a conflict until the
General Plan is adopted two years from now.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Yeah, well, but that's just why ... you want to anticipate a
problem to see if maybe we can get an opinion now before we go forward.
MR. FOLEY: Yeah, we won't wait until the night that you adopt the General Plan for that
opinion. But I'm just speculating what the opinion might be, what the procedure might
be. I've gone through this experience five times before but they've all been different.
Sometimes they were a new General Plan, sometimes they were an update, sometimes
there was a community plan that was being modified, and sometimes there wasn't. So
we will need to get some legal guidance but I'm just speculating what it might be two
years from now. And it won't be a problem until then.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Okay. You know, a lot of the community plans we have
right now are not that old. Some are but MR. FOLEY: Yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: --I mean, Wailuku-Kahului is only three years old. Some
are five, six years old and they're intended to be for ten years but generally they go 15.
So that was my main concern. It does say that the General Plan and the community plans
shall be internally consistent. So I'm hoping that there's a way. I realize because of the
urban growth boundaries in the General Plan that there will be land use designations that
have to be made in the General Plan that have not been made in most community plans.
So that, in effect, would supersede the community plans. But as far as specific policy
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objectives for each community has set out a vision for their community I think we need to
respect those as much as we can in developing the General Plan.
MR. FOLEY: The only thing I wanted to add is that we did give copies of all the community
plans to all the GP AC members on a disk so they could carry it away.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Come on, it's not that thick.
MR. FOLEY: Well, nine ofthem are voluminous. I mean, that's quite a big stack but we will be
going through the community plans. We will talk about the community plans to the
GP AC members when we explain the Maui Island plans' purposes and goals.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Just one more quick question since it's on my mind. Mr.
Foley, do you know when the Planning Department intends to publish the WailukuKahului Community Plan? It's been three years and we still don't have a printed version
or maps.
MR. FOLEY: We're working on the maps and that's been the major hang up. We transferred
the mapping experience from the Managing Director's Office to the Planning Department
just a few months ago. I don't know if we have a date yet but we're working on that
community plan and the Molokai Community Plan to get them published and available.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: That would be very helpful because it is a tool that
everybody needs - community members, developers and not everybody has access to a
computer. And when you're doing some kind of comparative analysis, it's much easier
to use a hard copy than trying to do it on a computer. Thank you very much, Madam
Chair.
CHAIR TAV ARES: Thank you. Mr. Kane.
COUNCILMEMBER KANE: Thank you, Madam Chair. My questions will be directed to Mr.
Foley. In your opening remarks regarding last Wednesday's January 25th meeting I think
you considered that one of four orientation sessions, is that correct? At what point, if it
hasn't already occurred at that meeting, at what point are you as the Director gonna
provide your revisions to the GP AC for their engagement into the discussion of those
revisions? This one should go, this one should stay, we should consider this, that and the
other thing for final recommendations. Is there an established time that you're going to
set up for that?
MR. FOLEY: There isn't a firm date yet. It will ... the orientation sessions, the four of them,
are primarily an opportunity to get all the 25 members on a level playing field in terms of
their knowledge about Maui and its infrastructure. And the policies in the current
General Plan is pretty much of an educational experience. The analysis and plan
preparation is after that. There's overlap between the community outreach meetings that
will be having all over the community and with the GP AC members but we're going to
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start talking to them about issues at their meetings in May and June. And so, it will be
after that that we actually submit language and maps for their consideration and their
review and recommendations. So it's June, July, August, that time frame for discussing
specific issues for them to grapple with and our recommendations.
COUNCILMEMBER KANE: So just to be clear, the revisions to the General Plan proposed by
you, the Planning Director, will not be submitted to the GPAC until ... between June and
August?
MR. FOLEY: Right.
COUNCILMEMBER KANE: And so are you saying that the infonnation that you provide in
your revisions is going to be a result of you going out into the community over and above
what your direction is under Section 8-8.5, the General and Community Plans as far as
how it should be developed and your revisions. So just for clarity, you've already done
all the agencies from the State and County agencies, you're going to engage the general
public, then of course the second section of that main section - General Plan and
Community Plans talks about the desired population, physical . . . all that stuff. So the
GP AC really isn't going to grapple with any proposal from this Administration until June
through August?
MR. FOLEY: They will be grappling with issues and we will be getting their input to
supplement what we got from Focus Maui Nui and what we get from the community
meetings. They will be giving us their input regarding issues like affordable housing,
sewage treatment plants in the tsunami zone, preserving agriculture, et cetera, while we
are preparing the plan for their review. So the answer is, yes, they will be getting
infonnation from us not all in one piece but gradually through the summer. And they
have six months to review the analysis by the Departments and the consultants and
reviewing our proposals to them.
COUNCILMEMBER KANE: So there's not going to be a proposed revision package from your
Department then? It's just going to be coming in piece-meal.
MR. FOLEY: Well, it will eventually be a package. But we're not going to hold it back until
it's complete. We will give it to them in pieces. We might give them, for instance,
recommendations on housing at a different time than we given them recommendations on
agriculture or on fire stations. We won't be able to give it to them all at once but
eventually late in the summer they will have the entire package before they comment and
make a recommendation on that package.
COUNCILMEMBER KANE: Are they going to be given the six months? I need ...
MR. FOLEY: Yeah, they're going to have six months.
COUNCILMEMBER KANE: Once a proposal or at least the first part ...
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MR. FOLEY: Starting in May.
COUNCILMEMBER KANE: I'm sorry. I know. One of us can talk at a time.
CHAIR TAVARES: Thank you.
COUNCILMEMBER KANE: I'll let you finish and then let me finish.
MR. FOLEY: No, go ahead.
COUNCILMEMBER KANE: Okay. And I'm just trying to understand timing because I think
the public needs to be clear on what you folks are trying to achieve. You obviously have
a direction by the Charter that you, as a Director, have to provide revisions because
there's only two people that can do revisions to a General Plan - either yourself or the
Council is provided opportunities and there's a process that's drawn out clearly in the
Charter. So I'm just trying to make sure that what we're doing is consistent with the
Charter and in Section 8-8.3 in the third ... that first point is Powers, Duties, and
Functions of yourself, Mr. Foley, as our Planning Director, is to recommend revisions of
the General Plan to guide the development of the County. So I think that's the first
direction and I'm just trying to understand how you're going about doing that?
The other question I have is, you're repeating the Focus Maui Nui effort. Was that an
effort that you folks started with in the beginning, the Planning Department? Maybe just
give a brief refresher on that. Are you saying that, that was an initiative out of your
Department, the Focus Maui Nui, or was that through Maui Economic Development?
MR. FOLEY: It was, it was ... it ended up being a joint effort. What happened was that there
were two efforts that were very similar that were about to start at the same time. And
rather than do that duplication, we combined our study with Focus Maui Nui and it was
managed with our money by MEDB, Jeanne Skog. So it was a joint effort by the County
and the Focus Maui Nui folks and we participated in it from the beginning to the end.
COUNCILMEMBER KANE: Okay.
MR. FOLEY: We did help pay for it. You helped pay for it.
COUNCILMEMBER KANE: And I realize that. But you're stating that, that effort was
represented back then to playa central role in the development of the revisions of the
General Plan?
MR. FOLEY: That was our goal from the beginning was to use that community input as the first
public participation and we are using it, the information that came out of that process, and
Jeanne Skog is on the GPAC to provide that continuity. Plus I think there are several
other members from Focus Maui Nui that are on the GPAC as well. But yes, we are
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using their findings and they're going to continue to be involved as we proceed. We
never intended that report to be the end of Focus Maui Nui. That's just the beginning.
And we've had meetings with Jeanne and her advisory group about how to continue their
involvement. And the main reason being that it was so successful in engaging 1,700
people who said that, for the most part, they hadn't been involved in the political process
previously. So that, because that part of it was so successful, we want to continue with
that involvement.
COUNCILMEMBER KANE: Okay. Couple of CHAIR TAVARES: Go ahead.
COUNCILMEMBER KANE: --requests to you, Madam Chair. Couple of points that were
made by other Members that I would like to follow up on. First, Mr. Foley, would you
have any objections to forwarding the communicating letter to the landowners regarding
what you stated was a letter that was sent out? Is that something that you would have any
objections to sending to the Committee to have in our binders since I'm thinking, Madam
Chair, that you're going to keep this an open itemCHAIR TAVARES: Uh-huh.
COUNCILMEMBER KANE: --for constant review?
CHAIR TAVARES : Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER KANE: So is that something that you can ...
MR. FOLEY: Yes, we can do that.
COUNCILMEMBER KANE: Madam Chair, any objections to us having that?
CHAIR TAVARES: No objections to that.
COUNCILMEMBER KANE: Okay. The other thing is, I think the point that Ms. Anderson
raises needs to, we need to go back. I think during the discussion of Bill 84 and some
Members may recall that, that was a very significant discussion part or component of the
discussion regarding once we have a General Plan what happens in that transition
between a new General Plan and the existing community plans. So I think it's important
that we have some time, Madam Chair. Maybe your committee staff can take some time,
without objections, to go review the comments that were represented back then regarding
that question that Member Anderson brought up. And I think that's, and then, have it as
part of the binder so we have that background information. The third request, Madam
Chair, without objections from the body is it would be good if we can actually have
minutes from this meeting as we move forward with updates available to us so we can go
back and just cross reference what's being said, what was said before and what things are
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being said. I think there's going to be some issues regarding some legal, obviously the
legal guys and Mr. Foley guys having their discussions with Corp. Counsel on how to
deal with the inconsistencies that may be created from a new General Plan into existing
community plans as far as entitlements, et cetera. So I think that's things that we need to
have available for us, as a body, for reference points.
Finally, Madam Chair, and thank you for your consideration. My question was going to
be on how you folks, Mr. Foley, in overseeing the GPAC process, is that going to be a
process that's set up where a chair is going to be selected of that 25-member body, and
then the relevant bodies on Molokai and Lanai? And then there's going to be some sort
of parliamentary process that's going to be run including testimony which doesn't have to
be to three minutes? That's a Council thing so you folks could do whatever you want or
whatever is decided by the body but can you just give us a brief information on how you
folks plan to structurally set up the body and so how it functions and how the public is
going to be able to engage with that process?
MR. FOLEY: At every meeting there will be an opportunity at the end of the meeting for public
input and that will be on the agenda. The agendas are going to be post, well, have been
and will continue to be posted just like a regular meeting. It is an advisory committee
that is of a temporary nature but we're going to do everything we can to make the
agendas trans ... visible and available to the public. And we've met with the newspapers
to make sure that they know what's going on and feel free to ask questions. There will be
procedures adopted in terms of speaking as you might imagine a challenge with 25
people. Our experience with large committees like this has led us to hire a meeting
facilitator, a sub-consultant, and it is our recommendation to have the meeting facilitator
coordinate the meetings rather than have a chairman and a vice-chairman. And part of
the reason for that is to have the meetings run by a neutral party rather than someone who
wins a popularity contest or represents a specific point of view. It's possible for a chair
to somewhat control input by Members, and we want to try to avoid that possibility. But
the main thing is that it requires a significant amount of coordination that we feel can be
done by the professional meeting facilitator that we hired.
COUNCILMEMBER KANE: Okay. Madam Chair, just for final clarification ... (CHANGE
TAPE TO SIDE 2A)
COUNCILMEMBER KANE: ... very brief to verify that the GP AC will get engaged with the
actual proposed revisions from the Planning Director between June and August, and once
that is started that component of the process that's going to be a six-month process worth
of meetings to deliberate and provide final recommendations back to the Planning
Director? So is that what you described earlier so we can look at the GP AC finishing
their recommendations somewhere between December and next February? Is that ...
MR. FOLEY: No. Their six months starts in May and their six months end the end of October.
So they will be making their recommendations and comments on our draft the end of
October. The six months ... there is a two-month orientation process which is basically
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February and March and then there's a one-month gap and then they start, their six
months starts May 151 and ends the end of October.
COUNCILMEMBER KANE: Okay.
MR. FOLEY: And then the Planning Commission has, I think, a year.
COUNCILMEMBER KANE: Madam Chair ...
MR. FOLEY: Oh, I'm sorry, they have six months from the public hearing.
COUNCILMEMBER KANE: Before you defer this item, I want to take an additional chance to
provide some brief comments based on the questions and answers that we've had. Thank
you.
MR. FOLEY: I did want to mention that we're having the meetings recorded by a court reporter
so that we get every word that's spoken at the GP AC meetings regardless of where it
comes from. So she gets to memorize 25 names and faces.
CHAIR TAVARES: Ms. Anderson.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Thank you. Just real quickly, Mr. Foley, you folks
provided us with a timeline and I'm wondering ifit doesn't match the one you're holding
up. So I'm wondering if you ... it seems like you're working off a more updated one. If
you could provide that to us because I'm just listening to the dates that you're giving and
it doesn't necessarily jibe, although this is very broad and it just gives every six months.
But that would be helpful.
MR. FOLEY: Okay.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: So we have kind of an idea of where you're going. And
the other question I had is, will you be making any attempt to have AKAKU film these
meetings so the public can see what's going on?
MR. FOLEY: Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: So AKAKU will be filming all the meetings?
MR. FOLEY: I don't know.
MR. SUMMERS: We'll be asking them to attend and film. What we'd also like to do is make
our PowerPoint available to AKAKU so they can run the PowerPoint whenever they
please.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: So is there funding for them to film every meeting?
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MR. SUMMERS: We do have some money available for that but we've got to talk to them
about the numbers.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: It would be nice if you'd let us know if there's not enough
money.
MR. SUMMERS: Absolutely.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Okay, thank you.
CHAIR TAVARES: Ms. Johnson.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Yes, just a quick question and this ties in with the initial data
that I've seen quite some time ago, and particularly with regard to the park assessment. I
know there was some question when the de facto popUlation, particularly South and West
Maui was excluded from the initial data. And I just wondered where there was a
particular population or deviation from I guess how the information was formulated or
put together. Will that be given to the GPAC because to me it's really important
particularly for South and West Maui to exclude de facto population from what the needs
are for park space.
MR. FOLEY: Yeah, we have included visitor numbers. We showed a graph and a PowerPoint
presentation that we made to the GP AC which illustrated the fact that in 1970 one out of
20 people on the island was a visitor. And then in 2005, one out of three people on the
island was a visitor. So the proportion of visitors to residents has really dramatically
changed. And this, of course, has had a significant impact on the ability of our
infrastructure to keep up because the visitors use all of the infrastructure except schools.
They use water, sewage treatment, traffic, everything except schools. So we are
including the visitor population in all of our analysis. And I don't think that was done in
the past. I'm not sure but it is certainly being done now.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: I really appreciate that and one follow up to what you just
stated. If we find articles that really address some of the issues that may be dealt with,
I've seen some really good write ups, I've seen some data that maybe have been collected
from a slightly different source or maybe emphasizes some of the things that you just
pointed out. How would we or how would a member of the public, if they feel they have
pertinent information, get that so that it would then be transmitted to the General Plan
Advisory Committee at least to take into consideration when they're looking at these
issues?
MR. FOLEY: The easy way for us would be to have information like that submitted to John at
the Long Range Planning Division so that we can disseminate the information to all of
the GP AC members. We gave them a very large loose leaf binder at their first meeting
and it included Bill 84 and the General Plan and a copy of, a hard copy of the PowerPoint
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that John presented, and it also had a number of articles in it and we intend to give them
homework for every meeting and they will have a tremendous amount of reading to do
should they choose to do it. But we'd be glad to have any submissions like that. We had
several pages submitted by one of the GP AC members at the first meeting that he wanted
distributed to everybody so any reading material like that is very helpful. Oh, yeah, we
also handed out copies of the Maui Data book for people who really love numbers.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: I really appreciate that and perhaps, Mr. Foley or John, if you
could also put that on the website.
MR. FOLEY: Yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Just so that it's an information point like if you have data that
is really important that deals with these numbers or at least interprets in some situation
the data. I think that will be helpful so that people know that there is an avenue where
they can get the information if they feel it is significant.
MR. FOLEY: Okay. The update data or the update process has its own website and we will be
giving updated information there constantly regarding the day of the meetings and the
agendas and all kinds of information so that people can keep track of the GP AC progress
and later Planning Commission progress on a website if they choose.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Can ... just perhaps listing Mr. Summers' either his e-mail
or like if they have an article that they want to transmit electronically or maybe even
doing a follow-up article just stating what that procedure would be.
MR. FOLEY: Okay.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Thank you.
CHAIR TAVARES: Okay, Mr. Mateo.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: Chairman, thank you very much. I guess at this point, I'd just
like to provide some comment because some of the issues that have been raised I get a
little worried about because there are differences between Maui Island and the neighbor
islands. And I'm concerned for Molokai because I'm worried about staff availability
because that has been one of the biggest problems that we've had to be able to have this
connection. And a lot of the work efforts are going to be dependent on access to staff.
So I would need to know at some point how this arrangement is going to be made where
the GPAC members will have this direct access. We don't even know who our contact
point is on Molokai to be able to provide that information. There is no source there and
that's kind of what bothers me.
In addition, the Focus Maui Nui work was work well done. But on Molokai for the last
two years, you know, there have been the community process. The Enterprise
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Community has been working for two years. They have created their maps. They have
done their development projects and everything is all existent there that they've
completed for the last two years. So I don't know whether the Department is going to be
in contact with the Enterprise Community to get copies of their study ... that have just
been recently completed for the last two years. In addition, because we are one of the
smaller islands, you know, I heard the Department reference that the consultant, the
Department's and the consultant's recommendations will be given to the GPACs
piecemeal so we can better understood and worked on. Our island we do not have that
scope or that size or development projections, so are we going to be able to get
information all together or in tact or is it still be piecemeal for everybody else? Is there
going to be consistency with the facilitator with the GP ACs where we too will be looking
at a facilitator instead of having to elect Chair and various officers to work with the
GP AC group? And are we also looking at May to October for Molokai or is there a later
period we're looking at? Thank you, Chair.
CHAIR TAVARES: Thank you. Any comments from the Planning Department?
MR. FOLEY: I hope I wrote down all those questions.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: I have it available.
MR. FOLEY: I thought you might. I thought you might. First of all, we've been advertising for
a planner on Molokai and have so far been unsuccessful to find a qualified candidate. It
may be possible to submit the Molokai portion in one package as opposed to piecemeal
because as you say it is somewhat ... the issues are not simple but the geography is a
little simpler. And we would definitely work with the Enterprise Community. We have
already had some contact with them but we'll have a lot more to benefit from the process
that they've gone through. And I believe we will use the meeting facilitator on Molokai
as well as on Lanai and Maui. Did I miss anything?
CHAIR TAVARES: The timeline.
MR. FOLEY: Oh, the timing.
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Yeah.
MR. FOLEY: John, can you comment on the timeline?
MR. SUMMERS: Sure. Thank you, Madam Chair. We plan to schedule the Molokai/Lanai
GP AC orientation meetings ... to sequence them so they follow the Maui meeting by
about a month. The idea is in terms of island planned development that we would start
with our data base development this summer, in July and August, and be working closely
with Molokai and Lanai GP ACs throughout that process. The general philosophy is that
for Molokai and Lanai we provide the same services that we are for Maui GP AC, the
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same type of studies, develop the same set of base infonnation. So I want to make sure
that Molokai and Lanai get the same treatment that Maui' s gotten.
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Thank you very much. And I think my only comment to that would
be, Mr. Summers, is we expect the same thing. The reality is that sometimes we do not
get it because you're on Maui and we're Molokai and we're Lanai and there is not this
free access so that's my only comment.
CHAIR TAVARES: Okay. Thank you. Okay, any other comments? Did you have comments,
Mr. Kane?
COUNCILMEMBER KANE: Thank you, Madam Chair. I just wanted to state that I have ...
primarily the concern I have is the piecemeal presentation in that, in fact, the GP AC will
not have a total of six months to digest a proposed revision package. And that it's going
to be given based on the infonnation that was given to us it's going to be between June
and August before they receive all the infonnation and they're going to finish by
October. That gives them two months or almost three months for them to actually have a
set of meetings and go through a deliberative process to provide final recommendations
back to the Department.
It seems like the working component of the body is going to be limited somewhat and
I'm just cautious about that. I'm not here to dictate anything. I'm just sharing
observations of the process and for what it's worth I wanted to share that concern,
Madam Chair. I think the other components of the presentation this morning, my other
concern is how we're interpreting the Charter in directing the Planning Director to
provide a document that not only the GP AC but everybody can have an opportunity to
look at and provide comment to the GP AC members who will render their fonnal
recommendations back to the Department. And I see it getting blurred because we're not
getting a fonnal presentation, and it's not drawn out to do such, but it is clear that a
revision is only given to the General Plan is only given to two bodies. First ... one
entity, which is the Planning Director and then second, the Council if they prefer or
would like to do that. And so I was hoping that you would have a more distinct
opportunity for the body to receive something after they go through an orientation
process to understand what process is, how the Department is going to fonnulate the
parameters of that process and then provide them with a proposal for them to chew on
and decide whether or not this one is good, this one is not good, et cetera, et cetera. And
I don't see that occurring. I see it happening in piecemeal. And the danger of the
piecemeal is that sometimes you may lose sight of the big picture and that is not all given
to you so you can absorb the big picture you're dealing with small pieces at a time. We
get accused for that a lot of times, Chair, that we're only dealing with certain specific
issues at once and we're not taking into account the big picture. And that's what I'm
hearing. And so I just raise the issue and I hope that the GP AC members take into
consideration and perhaps they're the body that will make the recommendations and I
hope that they take a strong role in requesting that they get all, if not most of, the
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recommendations for revision as a package from the Department sooner rather than later.
Thank you, Chair.
CHAIR TAVARES: Okay. Thank you. Thank you for your comments. Any others, Members?
Okay, if not, without objection we'll defer this item and we'll follow up with some of the
information that was requested by Members of this Committee. So, if there's no
objections, we'll defer this item.
COUNCIL MEMBERS VOICED NO OBJECTIONS.
ACTION:

DEFER pending further discussion.

CHAIR TAVARES: Okay, thank you. We're going to take a recess and come back at ten after
three. So we're in recess.

RECESS:

2:53 p.m.

RECONVENE:

3:12 p.m.

CHAIR TAVARES: ... (gavel) ... The Planning Committee please reconvene. Members, we
are ready to take up PC-36, which is the General Plan Advisory Committees. And at this
time, if there are no people coming forward to testify I will, without objection, close
public testimony at this point.
COUNCIL MEMBERS VOICED NO OBJECTIONS.
CHAIR TAVARES: Okay, no objections testimony is closed. Thank you. As Mr. Mateo had
brought up at one of our discussions talking about alternates to the Molokai Committee,
General Plan Committee, and also the Lanai General Plan Committee at the time, when
Bill 84 was being framed, there hadn't been a discussion about the what if folks are
unable to continue. And while I think part of what we had in mind is that it would be
treated like a vacancy like any other board or commission. However, because of the
compressed time that these GP AC members have to produce a document or to review a
document and make recommendations, it may be in our County's best interest that we set
up a process through which alternates can be established.
Now, the draft bill before you has ... addresses only the Lanai and Molokai General Plan
Advisory Committees in establishing alternates. And if you'll see on that first page the
underlined section just expands the composition of the members of the GP AC. From the
13 members would also include three additional who would be alternates. And the three
alternate members appointed by the Council and the four members appointed by the
Mayor. So what it would basically amount to is if there is a vacancy in that appointment
was from the Council and the Council would be responsible or not the Council would be
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responsible, that alternate would take the place of the Council appointed person. Same
thing for the Molokai General Plan Advisory Committee. We have not addressed the
Maui committee and if Members wish to address it, we can do that also. But the other
concerns that came up which is not in your binder is designating an order - first alternate,
second and third alternate so that we don't have to come back and say, okay, who is the
one to take that person's place. That might add some clarity. Also if there is no list or a
list is exhausted, we might want to add a statement that says the existing list of
applications may be used for the selection of the alternates, so that would give the
flexibility to the Council to either use the existing list of the first applications or to
expand that list whatever may occur.
Any questions regarding this part so far? Mr. Mateo.
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Chairman, thank you very much. And I think this is so, in terms of
timing, this is so appropriate at this particular point because as we heard in an earlier
testimony by DeGray, one of those members that we had selected to the GP AC is in fact
leaving because he's moving to Maui for a job. So the reality is and there's also another
individual considering it because of employment opportunity as well. So the timing is
really appropriate at this point. And some of the items that you referenced are really
items that I too share in being sure that it is included in the process. But we also need to
understand whether or not when we list the alternatives, the alternates, whether or not
they should be required ... they should be required to attend the meetings. So there is no
break in any kind of a learning curve and they've got to be participants on the ongoing
process. And even the consideration of whether or not they should be allowed to be part
of the initial discussion process without an option of a vote or being given the right to
vote but they're there participating from the get go.
And also, the other item was when we take a look at the replacing of the individual I
don't know what the timetable is for the individual to be actually replaced in terms of
getting that recommendation coming back to the Council and asking them for their
approval. Because we're working on island areas - Molokai island, Lanai island and
Maui island, yes, we all represent all of the total County but the process would be easier
if the person from that district might just be able to make that recommendation for the
approval. And I'm saying that because the district person, we as members we normally
defer to the district representative any how. And in order to expedite the process, that
might be the easier thing to do because the communication will be between the member
and the GP AC because this individual has been involved, active participating and
knowledgeable of processes.
So that, Madam Chair, will be the easier process to expedite the whole scenario of
looking at alternates on these GP ACs and that would be something that I would like to
recommend as well. Other than that, Chairman, that's my two cents worth.
CHAIR TAV ARES: Can I ask for a little classification? My understanding is if we adopt this
that this body would select the three alternates and designate them first alternate, second
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and third. And then we don't come back again. It doesn't come back again to us. So
that would be that initial selection of the three persons to serve in these alternate
positions. Is that your understanding?
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Well, essentially, yes. But you know that leads to the same problem
we're experiencing now ... recognize the one, two, three and everybody subject to, I
mean, I just like a list of alternates and as long as they're participants in the process that,
to me, will be judgment enough to make a call whether or not that person will replace an
individual or not. So it doesn't matter if it's alternate one, two and three as long as
they're participants in the process from the beginning.
CHAIR TAVARES: Okay. So you don't envision that it would come back to us when ... Let's
say there was no vacancy on Molokai right now and we name three alternates - the first,
the second and the third alternate. Then if a vacancy comes up, then that automatically
that first alternate would go in. Is that how you're seeing it?
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Yes, because they would be participating in the process.
CHAIR TAVARES : Yes.
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Okay. They would not be ... they would have the ability to still
discuss issues but not have a vote sort of within the committee itself, but yes, that would
work.
CHAIR TAVARES: Okay, thank you. I think we're on the same page. Mr. Hokama, you had a
comment?
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: I would give you a different option, Chair.
CHAIR TAVARES: Okay.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Because they would be the Council's representatives one
other way for us to take into consideration Mr. Mateo's time factor cause it can take some
time if you do it the normal process that we've done this year and year's past or we could
maybe do something how the Big Island and City and County has approached it. We
could name the three alternates. If there's an opening and just so happens that Lanai is
going to face the same thing because of one member who has ... she has asked to resign
or has already notified us of her resignation that we empower the Chair to make that that
appointment on behalf of the Council so it's a Council's appointment after consultation
with the district member. So if it's an East Maui thing, we talk to Mr. Carroll. If it's a
Central thing, the Chair would have to talk to both Mr. Kane and Mr. Pontanilla. If it's
Molokai, consultation would have to be done with Mr. Mateo. I know this is only about
Molokai and Lanai, Chair, but then my option would be also if we want it for Maui to
have alternates as an option. I would say that's one way we can do it so that it's still a
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Council appointment. We can save some time already granting the Chair the authority to
make the appointment on its behalf from a list that the Council has approved.
CHAIR TAVARES: Oh, I see. Members, understand what his proposal is? Okay, Ms. Johnson.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: I had a little bit of a different question and this would be
because there's the Council's appointees that are on the GPAC and there's also the
mayoral, I'm trying to understand that within the context of our conversation that we're
having if we name three alternates, then what's going to happen? I don't think it's kind
of fair for us to usurp if the Mayor has one of his appointees that's been dropped off, you
know, dropped from this list so ...
CHAIR TAVARES: That's not the intention, Ms. Johnson. It's only our appointees. The
Mayor would handle his appointees whichever way he wants to handle it.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Okay. So this is only just specifically dealing with ours.
CHAIR TAVARES: Right. I'm sorry if I misled you but that part in there that talks about the
four members appointed by the Mayor just insert the word "members" because we
changed the structure of the sentence.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Yeah, and because it does talk about the mayoral, that's
where, I guess, I was getting a little confused.
CHAIR TAVARES: Yeah, I think I kind of misled you guys on that one.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Thank you for that clarification. That makes more sense.
CHAIR TAVARES: So it would just be specific to the Council's appointees to the GP ACs.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Okay. And my other suggestion would be that either do it
when there's suppose to be somebody who is replacing do it alphabetically. That would
be one approach to just do it alphabetically.
CHAIR TAVARES: Ofthe alternates?
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Of the alternates. So if you have somebody whose name
starts with A and then you have C and then F, just take them either alphabetically or do it
by lottery.
CHAIR TAVARES: Yeah, I would object to that since I'm a T.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: There may be a Z after you.
CHAIR TAVARES: Maybe. Mr. Molina. Thank you, Ms. Johnson.
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COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Thank you, Madam Chair. At this time, I don't have any
recommendation but more of a question just to understand what kind of process we're
looking at. In comparing it to what occurs with the Committee of the Whole with
mayoral appointees to the various boards and commissions, we look at a 60-day
limitation period where if the Committee or the Council does not take action, the
appointees are deemed approved. With regard to the GP AC, how does this ... in terms
of alternates that we would consider, are we going to be looking at putting say, for
example, a 30-day we need to get for example these appointees need to be done within a
certain time or these alternates need to be approved within a certain time? And also with
regards to the mayoral appointees, is that something that the Administration is looking at
in terms of, for example, will the Mayor, the Administration be sending the Committee a
letter informing them of a resignation and a person that's being considered for being
appointed to the GP AC? I'm just trying to pick the minds of our Planning Department or
Administration to see what they're looking at in terms of finding alternates for ...
(CHANGE TAPE TO SIDE 2B)
CHAIR TAVARES: ... pick my mind afterwards. Mr. Foley.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Thank you for bearing with me, Madam Chair.
CHAIR TAVARES: No problem.
MR. FOLEY: Uh ... I'm trying to think how to really politely say this but we opposed this idea
from the beginning. And it's really from a procedural standpoint rather than anything
else. But the only way this, it seems to me would work would be if the people were
appointed now and participated in every meeting. But imagine being one of these
alternates -- you're sitting there listening to all of the discussion at the orientation
meetings. You've already missed a quarter of them. And by the time you find these
people you have missed the second one so you'll have missed half of the orientation
meetings. It seems extremely important that they be there from the beginning and have
the same knowledge. But it doesn't seem like it's going to be possible for them to
participate in the discussion or ifthere's a vote, in the vote. So it's kind of like ... I was
talking to James about this it's kind of like being an alternate on a jury except in this
case, the GP AC members are supposed to be actively engaged in conversation but these
alternates won't be able to talk. So I think it's an extremely awkward position to have
these alternates. Our recommendation to the Mayor is that there not be any alternates.
And it's just really from a logistical standpoint. These committees are already huge.
You're talking about changing the ones from Lanai and Molokai from 13 people to 17
people. And on Maui I don't even know how you'd do it because you've got so many
different districts. You'd have to almost pick an alternate or two from each district and
then I don't even know what the number would be. But it just seems to be far more
complicated than ... It seems like it would have a lot of logistic problems for us. We
would have to distribute all the information to all the alternates from the beginning. They
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would have to have all the same infonnation and training but no opportunity to
participate. It seems like it would be very frustrating.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Okay. Thank you for your comments. I'm still pondering at
this time, Madam Chair, but I can understand that we need to find replacements for
people. I mean, I hate to see the GP AC dwindle down to say maybe for example in Maui
island go from 25 down to, you know, bare quorum. Not that I don't anticipate that many
resignations. I think ... I appreciate you, first of all, bringing this matter up. I think it
needs to be addressed and how do we replace people. So ...
CHAIR TAVARES: I didn't even ...
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: That's all I have to say.
CHAIR TAVARES: Oh, excuse me.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: No, go ahead.
CHAIR TAVARES: I didn't include a Maui component of this because I felt that the Maui
GP AC is almost twice the number as the Molokai and Lanai GP ACs, and perhaps the
Maui ... you know, there still would be quorum. I can, our hope that we don't imagine
that we'll lose so many members that we would lose or be close to losing quorum at the
meetings. So with 25 I guess you would need 13 members present for a quorum. You
know, that would be losing half the committee. But with a smaller number on Molokai
and Lanai, that may be a viable alternative. It's well taken about getting the people
prepared and all of this, but since the Molokai and Lanai GP ACs have not started yet, it
would be, I think, in time for us to appoint or at least get the list going and appoint three
as alternates and then we've got that group from the start of the process. I understand
Mr. Foley's position on this because even 13 is a pretty good size group. Any other
comments? Ms. Anderson.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Thanks, Madam Chair. I think the intention is really good.
I mean, we should have ... it's unfortunate that we're losing people already, but better
now than later. But I think the criteria for choosing somebody should be based on if the
alternative alternate has shown up to the meetings. I mean, it's not just because ... you
don't want to pick them just because they're a good person and everybody in the
community likes them but they have shown their desire to participate by showing up at
all the meetings. And that brings up another question, and that is, has anyone called any
of these people to ask them if they would consider being an alternate? Meaning come to
all the meetings but you cannot participate?
CHAIR TAVARES: No, we haven't gotten that far.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Yeah, cause maybe they don't want to. I mean, you know,
it's one thing to go to a meeting and be able to participate and have a vote but to just be
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there as an observer may not be very enticing to people. So, is there anything that
prevents us because we know that Lanai is about to lose somebody. Molokai is losing
somebody, and possibly a second person from Molokai. And if we pass this out today,
what are we looking at - another month before it gets finalized easy?
CHAIR TAVARES: Possible.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: So is there anything that prevents us from just picking
someone to fill these slots that are coming up empty right now?
CHAIR TAVARES: Well, I think this is what Mr. Hokama had in mind when he suggested
another alternative was to empower the Chair to make the appointment. So rather than us
having to go back and have a meeting go through this first reading.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Oh, I misunderstood. I thought he meant to pick which
alternate would be used.
CHAIR TAVARES: Oh, I think it would be to pick or appoint the new member of the group or
the three; I'm not sure which one it would be. But you know there's a point in which
there are diminishing returns on this, and to me, like Mr. Foley said, if they've missed the
first orientation and probably by the time we get through this process, they will have
missed the second orientation, and possibly the third. At what point does it still become a
value to go back and reorient this person from day one?
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Right. And what happens if somebody has a family
situation or something six months into this and they have to quit? Then do we want to
have an alternate for that or do we just want to say, forget it, you know, we'll be one less
member?
CHAIR TAVARES: And I'm of the mind to say one less member or whatever-COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Right.
CHAIR TAVARES: --for Maui, in particular. But I had indicated that I would bring this
forward 'cause Mr. Mateo was concerned about it like he's got two people now, one for
sure, and another one at looming. One on Lanai before we even started the process for
these two islands, so we may want to look at this or just say, okay, until we start we'll
appoint two for Molokai and one for Lanai and then once the process starts that's it.
We'll just work with the remaining until we get to a point where they can't do their work
any more because they can't make quorum. So they'll need seven on Lanai and Molokai
in order to have quorum for a meeting. And people are going to, you know, come in and
out. I mean, I think it's unrealistic to expect that you'll have the majority of the members
will have 100 percent attendance because things just come up. And I was pretty amazed
that 24 of the Maui one was at the meeting, and that was pretty amazing to me but I think
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we've got a bunch of really committed people and I feel the same way about the Molokai
and Lanai people so it's basically what's your pleasure folks.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: And them the way this reads too these alternates, if we
pass this out and these alternates start attending the meetings, they could attend the
meetings forever and never participate.
CHAIR TAVARES: Uh-huh. They could.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: And maybe get fed up and stop showing up and then all of
a sudden someone gets sick.
CHAIR TAVARES: Right. Your point is excellent, Ms. Anderson. As you know, what kinds
of people would be interested in sitting through all the meetings and not being able to
participate or vote. Or even ifit's participate but not vote but still, you know, up there.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: So there's nothing that would prevent us from fulfilling for
filling these positions that are about to be vacated the way the Code is written right now?
CHAIR TAVARES: Yeah, it's pretty much wide open. I mean, it's a ...
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: So we just go through the same process we did before and
pick somebody out and ...
CHAIR TAVARES: Or not or just leave it alone and say that they have enough to run a
meeting. That's kind of the choices. Find replacements, you know, put in some
alternates now or just say that committee is going to work with fewer people. I hate to do
that when they haven't even had their first meeting.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Yeah.
CHAIR TAVARES: You like to start with a full plate.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Right. And since we do know now that it won't be a full
plate for Molokai and Lanai, it's good that we're addressing it. I would support having
the representatives from each of those districts choose the alternate. And maybe not go
for all three alternates just to have like a cache of people that we can call on. 'Cause you
know in all fairness it isn't fair to Maui, to all the districts ofMaui. Given that they're on
two different islands, I think that they get an exception for that. But I just would like to
see the Members from each district where they know they're going to lose somebody
bring forward a nominee and recommend it to the Chair of the committee and just deal
with it right now so that we're not waiting a month to get this passed so we can even do
that. Because we already know, Danny knows that he has got one vacancy and one
possibly pending, and Riki has mentioned one that he just got a resignation on. So it will
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be really smart for us to move on it right now, get those people seated and be done with
it.
CHAIR TAVARES: Uh-huh. Okay.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: And then we won't have any complaints about Maui not
having alternates. And I agree with you, it's too unwieldy. I mean, there's already 25
members on that committee.
CHAIR TAVARES: Okay. Any other comments? Mr. Mateo.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: Chairman, maybe just for clarification because I'm not sure of
this specific language. So the language would read in part like what we're reading here
in terms say for Molokai where it says the Molokai General Plan Advisory Committee
shall be composed of 13 members.
CHAIR TAVARES: Dh-huh.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: The word "shall" means that you got to have 13. If you don't
have 13 and you're engaged in any kind of work, is that work invalid because you're not
meeting the intent of what the language is specific to? You've got to have 13 bodies.
Am I reading it wrong?
CHAIR TAVARES: Maybe. And maybe I'm reading it wrong because I think with all of our
boards and commissions, you know, we want to have that constant number that's why
there are replacements that come in. But it's an ongoing thing year after year after year
so I think that boards and commissions model is perhaps not comparable to what the
GP ACs are because like I say they have a finite period of time to do their work. I would
think that initially they need to be composed of 13 members and 25 whatever it says in
there but we did not address what ifthere were vacancies. But I think that's a good point
since Molokai and Lanai have not commenced their meetings that we owe it to those two
GPACs to be a full complement when they start. And I guess what that will do now, if
we're talking about a full complement that will come through this committee with, yeah,
possibly this committee, with recommendations in a resolution that would appoint these
people to the committee.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: And again we're looking at a timetable of upwards to like a
month just to process that?
CHAIR TAVARES: Dh-huh.
CODNCILMEMBER MATEO: Thank you, Chair.
CHAIR TAVARES: Mr. Kane.
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COUNCILMEMBER KANE: Thank you. Madam Chair, did we get or can we get some legal
comment ... let me say it this way. Would there be a legal problem if this body in some
fashion just recommended that, as an example, hypothetical, that the district member and
the Chair are provided authority and it doesn't have to go through a bill?
CHAIR TAVARES: Oh, just sort of an informal authority? Good question.
COUNCILMEMBER KANE: And that way, we don't have ... we can dispense with doing it
this, and no objection, I mean, no disrespect to what's being proposed to us but in light of
the situation and trying to explore being expeditious but without compromising I think
what we're trying to keep the integrity in tact of the process that we develop and follow
to get to where we're at. Unfortunately, we didn't take up the ... if we lose what
happens when we want to replace to get that full effect. So that's what we're trying to
deal with now. So to try and get there, do we have to do something through an ordinance
or can we, you know, looking at the Charter official act is resolution or ordinance, can we
make a recommendation somewhere and the Chair with the district person just say, this is
the person we want to have to fill that spot up until ... so like Maui, they've already
started so pau already. I mean, again, this is just scenario so pau with Maui already
following your line. They started, it's over, we're not going to put more people inside
there. But for Molokai and Lanai who haven't started yet we want them to start with a
full plate, as you said, but once it starts boom it can't have that expectation of having
somebody sit there, you know, helpless, can't participate or engage. Can we provide that
mechanism at this point in time so we can just move forward and get it done?
CHAIR TAVARES: Okay. Mr. Giroux. Would you like to chew on that one for a bit?
COUNCILMEMBER KANE: Even with our Council's attorney, obviously we want to get some
feedback from there too. And if it takes a couple of minutes to have a chat with you on a
recess and come right back, if that's an option that's available to us, that may be the way
to go so to speak.
MR. GIROUX: Madam Chair.
CHAIR TAVARES: Yes, Mr. Giroux.
MR. GIROUX: If you wish, we could take a little break and discuss this with Council Services
to get a more coherent response?
CHAIR T AVARES: Okay, Members, we'll take like an eight-minute recess and come back ten
to four.
RECESS:

3:43 p.m.

RECONVENE:

3:53 p.m.
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CHAIR TAVARES: Alright, Members, reconvene the Planning Committee meeting. We can
have Mr. Giroux address that concern, the issue that Mr. Kane brought up.
MR. GIROUX: Thank you, Madam Chair. The question was whether or not we could delegate
the power of appointing an alternate to either the Chair or another body such as the
GPAC chair. In reading the ordinance and with talking with Council Services, it's pretty
clear that the ordinance states that it's the Council that shall appoint that alternate. And
it's not ... there's no indication in there that there's any delegation of power allowed,
therefore, it would have to be Council action that would actually trigger the alternate
being appointed to the position.
CHAIR TAVARES: Okay. Mr. Kane, you have the floor.
COUNCILMEMBER KANE: Thank you, Madam Chair, and I appreciate the time allowed for
attorneys from Corp. Counsel and Council Services to look into this issue. I'll be very
brief. The Wailuku and Kahului District cause Wailuku-Kahului is a community plan
district we're able because they're combined, we got a total of four members - two from
each community, two from Kahului, two from Wailuku. So if one person for whatever
reason is unable to continue will be left with one. Now, I cite that example because that's
the extreme case because all the other community plan districts on the island of Maui got
three representatives per district. Wailuku-Kahului had the exception of four but two
from Wailuku, if you notice the breakdown there were two from Wailuku, two from
Kahului. The reason I make that point, Madam Chair, is for the body to consider and it's
respectfully that this is something that we may just want to let lie already. In other
words, what happens, happens. If Molokai is going to have from 13 they're going to go
down to 12 or 11, for me, I would feel better than trying to figure out a way which will
take, based on the feedback that we've got, it's got to be by Council action and it's by
ordinance, it's not a resolution but it's an ordinance that will take upwards of a month to
do anyway from now out of committee to the next regular Council meeting, another two
weeks after that another Council meeting. By the time we even get a person approved
based on the comments from the previous discussion from Mr. Foley regarding the
orientation meetings, et cetera, and then Molokai starting up ... I don't ... And as Mr.
Mateo stated and again I say this respectfully we need to treat all of this equally. So
same thing with Maui, I mean, if we lose somebody from Maui, then this process should
also apply to that as well. That it should apply to all three islands, not just certain islands.
And again, all respects so I don't want to offend anybody so I'm just providing input on
how I feel about this situation. After some consideration, I feel that the best course of
action is to let it go and just make the best of what we're going to have when we get into
it and that's my comments, Madam Chair, based on the information that we're getting
provided from legal as far as how we can proceed as a body that we have to proceed by.
Thank you.
CHAIR TAVARES: Thank you. Any other comments? Okay, Members, my recommendation
on this is to leave our ordinance the way it is and work on getting the 13 members, the
full complement of members for Molokai and Lanai since they have not yet started their
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process. And then after that, kind of let it go and see what happens. If it gets
dangerously close to meeting quorum, then we can take this item up again. And as the
Chair of the Planning Committee for the remainder of this term, I would be of course
most receptive to a resolution coming forward from either member of Lanai and Molokai
to replace if that happens within this period of time or any future time. I can't speak for
who might be the sitting Council past this term. But I think for now it would just take a
resolution to come to this committee to nominate members for the Molokai and Lanai as
far as the vacancies that we are aware of. And I would ask the Members from Molokai
and Lanai to please have the folks who are resigning or not going to be able to attend to
actually formally send a resignation or a letter indicating that they will not be able to
continue so that could trigger our action on our part. And those letters should go to the
Chair of the Council then we can deal with it through a resolution. We have ... the
Committee already has this. We're not going to file the item so we'll still have the
GP AC as an item here and it can go directly to Committee and then back out to the full
Council as a resolution which would take just one reading, and that would at least give
Molokai and Lanai a chance to start with their full 13 members and see where it goes
after that. So that is my recommendation, Members. Any objections to us just leaving
this draft in here?
COUNCIL MEMBERS VOICED NO OBJECTIONS.
CHAIR TAVARES: Let me check with staff first. Mr. Raatz, should we file this item, the
ordinance amendment?
MR. RAATZ: Thank you, Madam Chair. That draft bill is not a communication that was
formally referred to the Committee by the Council so there's no need to take any positive
action like filing.
CHAIR TAVARES: Okay. Will it just be taken out or we just leave it in there?
MR. RAATZ: It would just be left as a pending matter.
CHAIR TAVARES: A pending matter. Okay. Members, we'll just ... yes.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Yeah, Madam Chair, just a matter of record. It's been
mentioned that we have a resignation on Molokai and a resignation on Lanai. I know we
don't have any, as far as in the binder, do we have any letter from who the individuals are
that resigned?
CHAIR TAVARES: I'm not aware of it yet. I don't know ifMr. Hokama, as Chair, is aware of
any letters that have come in.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: For my colleagues, I can just inform you that she has
verbally reaffirmed and that is Ms. Pam Alconcel, who Council supported her
appointment to the Lanai GPAC, has informed me that there's things that also has
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happened in her academic as well as her business work site whereby the time she had
planned to donate to her community and to the GP AC is no longer available. One, I
appreciate she's informed us earlier enough for Lanai we can look at a replacement prior
to the actual work being started.
CHAIR TAVARES: Okay.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: So that's all I share as regards to Lanai it is Ms. A1concel
who I'm sure we all thank to her volunteerism and her willingness.
CHAIR TAVARES: Would you be able to have her send a letter to you?
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: We'll follow up. My office can follow up, Ms Tavares, as
well as we will be forwarding a name for consideration for a full complement on Lanai.
CHAIR TAVARES: Thank you. Mr. Mateo, are you able to do the same?
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: Yes. The individual on Molokai that will be leaving the island
is Mr. Joao. And Mr. Joao will be leaving the island because of an employment
opportunity on the island of Maui. So we have, in fact, requested a letter of resignation
from him. So those are Molokai's individual at this particular point. And the other
individual that we have been apprised of is one that has not yet made that determination
whether they want to relocate or not.
CHAIR TAVARES: Okay, thank you. Yeah, if we can get those letters in as quickly as possible
then we can act as soon as possible. The GP ACs for those two islands are suppose to
start the end of February, is that correct?
MR. SUMMERS: Yes, Madam Chair, that's correct.
CHAIR TAVARES: So if we could get that in right away then we have enough time to appoint
the person prior to the first workshop. Mr. Mateo.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: Thank you very much, Chairman. I just wanted to take this
time to thank the Chair for allowing this discussion to come forward because this was an
issue that I thought was really important, why I feel still is very important to our
community. If this was any other committee, I would not have continued to try to push
the issue that replacement processes are needed. But the fact that the GP AC for Molokai
at this particular point, this is a real important committee for us. We're at a crossroads
and where Molokai goes from here is really going to be indicative of the work that's
being done by this General Plan Advisory Committee. They will have help to set the
direction for our island. This is crucial for us. So, for me, the importance was to be
assured that the number of people that serve on this particular committee was in fact the
number identified prior. And there always is going to be a need for our island to take a
look at replacements. We are an island in transition. Our people are looking for
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employment, and yes, we leave the island. Sometimes it's hard for us to take things
across the board and say, you know, it's happening here, it should be happening there.
The reality is, it's not. And it's not equal and it's not fair. And we sometimes need those
considerations because that's the reality of being a tri-isle county where the seat of the
government is here on Maui. So, you know, the same argument that is made, you know,
that we have to be consistent, I use the same thing and say, then put the shoe in the other
foot because Molokai has got to experience the same opportunities that we have here on
Maui and that's all I have been saying. And, to you, Chairman, thank you for moving
this discussion.
CHAIR TAVARES: Well, thank you for bringing it up cause I think we needed to have this
discussion just so that we get it in our minds what our parameters are and any Council
member at any time can propose a resolution to consider a nomination of another person
in this process and that it will be up to us, as a body, to either approve or disapprove that
nomination based on how far along we are in the process. Ifit's somebody and we know
we have regulars that come to every meeting that sit there and say nothing basically. So
if there is that kind of commitment on that person's part and the Planning Department
and the other GP AC members know who these people are, and they can certainly come
up and either support and say, you know, it would be too arduous for us to update this
person for all the meetings they've missed, for example. So I think we have that ability
to bring forward any names to a resolution at any particular time. I think that's open.
Mr. Kane.
COUNCILMEMBER KANE: Yeah and I just wanted to comment that my comments were in
the context of the draft ordinance earlier.
CHAIR TAVARES: Right.
COUNCILMEMBER KANE: And that I have no objections to at any time a member moving
forward with a resolution and even it can be expedited because we have procedures that
allow that we can waive rules of the Council you know with the agreement of the body
and have that action taken so that we can have some efficiency in place to move things
very quickly. So I just wanted to make that clear that it was not against the process of
having somebody ... (CHANGE TAPE TO SIDE 3A)
... is drafted. I wasn't comfortable with moving forward with this and the time it would
take. So we have other mechanisms that are in place and I recognize that and I have no
objections to it.
CHAIR TAVARES: Okay, thank you. Ms. Anderson, you had a comment? Anyone else want
to offer some comments? Okay, if not, Members, thank you very much for this
discussion. I think it's been very positive and I thank you, Mr. Mateo, for bringing this to
our attention since it was not clearly addressed in the bill itself. And this has been a good
discussion and I think everybody kind of understands where we are in this process. So, if
no one has any announcements to make, we will defer this item, with no objection.
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COUNCIL MEMBERS VOICED NO OBJECTIONS.
ACTION:

DEFER pending further discussion.

CHAIR TAVARES: Okay, any announcements? If not, thank you, Members. This meeting is
adjourned .... (gavel) . ..

ADJOURN:

4:08 p.m.

APPROVED:

~~~
Planning Committee

Transcribed by: Jo-Ann Sato
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